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Abstract

Joint Operational Planning, the current military planning doctrine prescribed by Joint Publication 5-0, is linear and mechanistic by nature, and grounded in industrial age warfare. The process is predicated upon the pursuit of specific terminal end states, from which planners work backwards to identify a linear sequence of enabling objectives. This method is effective for straightforward military operations and contingency planning, but is wholly inadequate for situations when a terminal end state is not readily apparent. The modern and future geopolitical environment is a complex, changing, and unpredictable web of interactions, which cannot be approached in a linear, mechanistic manner by a universal planning methodology.

Theater/global campaign plans and theater strategies offer no such end state, for they are naturally complex and unending. However, planning doctrine makes no discrimination between the two very different strategic environments, and instead prescribes a universal linear methodology that pays no mind to strategic complexity. This universal application leads military planners to apply mechanistic planning efforts to complex strategic problems, which can have disastrous consequences. As the geopolitical environment becomes increasingly interconnected, dynamic, adaptive, and complex, senior leaders require and deserve a true range of options to address these complex situations. Military planning doctrine is therefore in need of a revolution in order to be more responsive to the evolving strategic environment.
I. Introduction

Joint Publication 5-0, the foundational doctrine of modern military planning, opens with a timeless quote from then General Eisenhower: “plans are useless, but planning is indispensable.” The introduction to the publication by former Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Admiral Mullen adds “the operational environment is not simple or static, adaptation and flexibility are necessary in planning and execution.” From that point forward however, JP 5-0 ignores its own opening course and lays out a mechanistic military planning process reflective of a bygone age. Current military planning doctrine is detail-oriented and solidly grounded in linear industrial age warfare. As Admiral Mullin noted, however, the operational environment is not. The modern and future geopolitical environment is a complex, dynamic, and unpredictable web of interactions, which cannot be approached in a linear, mechanistic manner by a universal planning methodology. Military planning doctrine is in need of a revolution in order to be more responsive to the strategic environment of the future.

II. Joint Operational Planning

Orientation

To understand the problem we must first understand the current doctrinal hierarchy of military planning (figure 1). At the top of the strategic planning process, the Joint Strategic Planning System exists to create high-level documents such as the National Military Strategy,
Guidance for Employment of the Force, and the Joint Strategic Capabilities Plan. These strategic documents provide broad and open-ended guidance on the construct and employment of the force. Using these guidelines, the Combatant Commanders develop theater and/or global strategies and campaign plans, dependent on the scope and function of the particular combatant command.

Geographic Combatant Commands develop these strategies to achieve specified end states for their theaters. To achieve these end states, combatant commands conduct two types of planning: crisis and deliberate, the primary difference between the two being time available. Crisis planning is conducted when required and directed, and is execution-oriented. Deliberate planning is a cyclic process that encompasses global/theater campaign planning as well as contingency planning (figure 2). Contingency planning is targeted to identify requirements and action associated with specific operational scenarios. Global/theater campaign plans set a roadmap to achieve objectives in support of the stated goals of the global/theater strategy. These campaign plans are the centerpiece of the Defense Department’s planning construct, and link ongoing military activities and contingency plans to the Commander’s larger strategy. As the doctrine states, the ultimate focus of campaign plans is to accomplish specific objectives within a given time and space.
Deliberate and crisis plans are developed in accordance with the Joint Operational Planning Process (JOPP), as described in JP 5-0. JOPP is a set of seven sequential steps to examine a mission; develop, analyze, and compare alternative courses of action (COA); select the best COA; and produce a plan or order (figure 3). At its core, JOPP is a linear and objective-oriented approach. “JOPP is an orderly, analytical process through which the JFC and staff translate the broad operational approach into detailed plans and orders” the doctrine states. “Joint planning is end state oriented…plans and orders are developed with the strategic and military end states in mind.”

The Joint Operational Planning Process is initiated after development of a conceptual Operational Approach (figure 4), described as “a commander’s description of the broad actions the force must take to achieve the desired military end state.” The Operational Approach is devised through a method termed Operational Design, defined as an “iterative process…to help planners answer ends–ways–means–risk questions and appropriately structure campaigns and operations.” The resulting Operational Approach forms a conceptual script of objectives for a particular operation or campaign. The model is developed backwards from a desired end state, and requires a planner to identify key elements such as desired conditions, lines of effort (LOEs), decisive points, and progressive intermediate objectives required to achieve that end state.
In application of the Operational Approach, planners sequence the operation into operational “phases.” These phases are intended to illustrate the linear progression of a particular campaign or operation, divided into distinct periods defined by the level of military effort\textsuperscript{15} (figure 5). This subdivision then enables logistic planners to build force deployment plans to support the specific plan.

The Operational Approach and phased force deployment model are the central outputs of the operational planning process. Understanding these process mechanics is essential, but mechanics are only one aspect. We must also explore the foundational attributes and orientations of the doctrinal planning process.

\textit{Characterization}

There are four fundamental characteristics of the current planning method, the first being its inherent \textit{linear nature}. JOPP essentially mechanizes the application of military power by employing the logic of Newtonian physics.\textsuperscript{17} The model is formulaic by nature: if objectives 1 through 8 are successfully achieved then the resultant state “A” will be realized, which in combination with achieving objectives B through F (in figure 4) will produce the desired end state. However, Newton’s first law of physical motion was never intended to describe the working of a complex, adaptive, and non-linear environment. Likewise, the current planning construct does not account for the extensive unintended consequences that could result from actions taken, for unforeseen adversary reactions, or a myriad of other variables that characterize a complex and adaptive system.
The second characteristic of the process is a scientific and mechanistic heritage, a direct descendent of Jominian warfare. Following the Napoleonic Wars, Baron de Jomini aimed to describe a prescriptive and formulaic framework by which to approach warfare, to which Antoine Bousquet later drew the analogy to the workings of a clock. Mechanistic warfare views the world as a machine, in which Newtonian laws apply in a linear and predictable manner. The view stems from an age of warfare in which man sought to impose order via a programmed and centralized routine. Bousquet explains how advances in technology have driven the metaphorical characteristics of war through the ages past the mechanistic – from thermodynamic (engine), to cybernetic (computer), to chaoplexity (network) – the latter being the current and future operating environment that seems to be at odds with the mechanistic character of the planning doctrine.

The third characteristic is convergence. Convergent thinking is defined by Phil Charron as “the practice of trying to solve a discrete challenge quickly and efficiently by selecting the optimal solution from a finite set.” This style of problem solving is structured to use known information and best practices to arrive at a single “right” answer. This form of thought is clearly reflected in the planning process methodology, which prescribes planners to gather information and develop a course of action to achieve a specific singular objective.

Related to the third characteristic, the fourth is the supremacy of the objective. In framing operations as sequential formulas to be “solved,” the model orients the planner to the
task of designing sequential steps to achieve a terminal end state. Likewise, as the phasing model focuses the significant effort required to “dominate” in phase III, it leads the planner to perceive all other phases as existing to either support or recover from a major combat operation, which in turn reinforces a mechanistic planning process. As a result, the military end state of the operational plan usually coincides with the military objective at the conclusion of phase III, which historically and detrimentally has resulted in minimal whole-of-government planning for the stability and civil authority handover phases, both critical for success.

The phasing model is also constructed in reflection of the mechanistic process. Phases are intended to represent a natural progression from one operational condition to the next. In application, however, activities of several phases may run concurrently, or non-sequentially. In a counterinsurgency campaign, for example, shaping, deterrence, seizing initiative, domination, stabilization, and enabling of civil authority activities may all be non-sequential or simultaneous. As it exists, the phasing doctrine forces a simplistic two-dimensional model upon a complex, four-dimensional environment. It also defines phase 0 as a preparatory phase for later combat activities, instead of as an environment unto itself. The phase model oversimplifies environmental complexities, which misleads planners to focus on linear, end-state driven efforts.

These characteristics of the current planning process all point to a critical flaw. The current planning process is founded on the assumption that planners will have a clearly defined objective. Thus, planners predicate their efforts on determining this objective. But when the objective is not so clearly defined, this key assumption can completely undermine the effectiveness of the planning process.
The Elusive End State

When planning and executing a military operation with specific, identifiable, and achievable objectives, the aforementioned characteristics generally do not pose a problem. In fact, JOPP is very well suited to the sequencing of military actions to achieve specific, limited operational objectives. The requirement for success is the identification of an achievable end state. Contingency and crisis planning efforts generally offer an end state, and therefore largely fall into the realm for which JOPP is ideally suited. For example, when planning to invade the beaches of Normandy, to mount a counter offensive on the Korean peninsula, or push an invading army out of Kuwait, JOPP is superb tool to use to formulate a plan for victory.

However, when there is no readily identifiable or achievable end state, if the mission requires application of power beyond just military force, or if the situation remains below the threshold of a conventional military response, JOPP offers a poor and potentially perilous solution. Theater/global campaign plans and theater strategies fall into this category, and offer no such identifiable end state. There is no “victory” to be achieved. Time does not stop, nor does the complex web of geopolitics, and therefore the campaign will never end. In these situations, the military is not the only actor on the stage, and often not even in the lead.

If we accept Carl von Clausewitz’s theory of war as an extension of politics, then we can infer strategic political maneuver does not necessarily stop when a military “end state” is reached. In fact, Clausewitz arrived at this same conclusion:

“Lastly, even the ultimate outcome of a war is not always to be regarded as final. The defeated state often considers the outcome merely as a transitory evil, for which a remedy may still be found in political conditions at some later date.”25
Current planning doctrine is predicated upon the goal of achieving a particular “end state,” which is appropriate for limited operational objectives. But because planning doctrine does not distinguish between operational, strategic, linear, or non-linear efforts, planners apply it uniformly. When planning theater strategies or campaign plans, this critical omission forces pursuit of an unattainable goal, which drives a convergent planning effort towards an unachievable end state. Through its universally prescriptive nature, the current method conceals viable alternative options, obfuscates potential ramifications, and drives momentum towards the climactic domination operations of phase III, often at the expense of other options or planning for follow-on phases. Worse, this preoccupation with achieving the military end state can actually lead to mission failure. Take, for example, the catastrophic results of the 2003 invasion of Iraq to remove Saddam Hussein, and the 2011 airstrike in Libya that toppled the Gadhafi regime. In both cases planners failed to consider the second and third order consequences of military action that destroyed the stable order, created power vacuums and unleashed social chaos. The current effort against the Islamic State is aimed to achieve an objective of defeat, yet the effort largely ignores the obvious fact that the larger, causal problem in Syria offers little chance of a clean, terminal victory. Yet despite these strategic failures, and the obvious complexity of the environment, current planning doctrine dogmatically persists.

III. Complexity and the Modern Strategic Environment

The U.S. Department of Defense is a rational, analytic, and hierarchal organization, with a distinct mechanistic Jominian heritage. It was designed to confront similarly organized nation-state opponents, and thus it is logical that it would adapt a scientific-based planning process.
However, this process has difficulty confronting the non-hierarchal, networked, swarming threats typical of the modern environment. In these complex environments, following modern planning doctrine is much like chasing after a mirage. The geopolitical world is not linear or mechanistic, but complex, multifaceted, and unpredictable. Attempting to achieve a particular outcome within such a dynamic environment through application of a mechanistic approach ignores the complex nature of geopolitics. Rather than apply a one-size-fits-all approach, planners must better understand the nature of the environment in which they must operate. Fortunately, there are several models that can help planners understand the complexity of the modern operational environment.

**The Butterfly Effect**

In the early 1960’s Edward Lorenz, a weather researcher at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, attempted to create a program for predictive weather modeling. Through a rounding error, he stumbled upon the mathematical discovery that small changes to initial conditions within a non-linear dynamic system can have significant effects. His finding came to be called the “Butterfly Effect,” which led to the development of a branch of mathematics now known as *deterministic chaos theory*. In summary, the theory states “while it may not be possible to solve or predict the future of a nonlinear system, it is possible to provide a qualitative description of its characteristics and behavior as a whole over time.” 27 A drop of water on a spider’s web will cause reverberations throughout, but the web will naturally settle to a stable state. Chaos theory explains that the path to stability of the web cannot be predicted (or imposed), but the overall behavior can be explained.
Chaos theory helps describe the non-predictable nature of non-linear dynamic systems, such as weather patterns or biological development. It can also be used to explain elements of sociological and geopolitical behavior. Chaos theory explains how the application of force within a geopolitical system can cause unpredictable disturbances well beyond the intended effect. Though Chaos theory doesn’t offer a method to predict the how the system will change, it can help highlight why the system reacts the way it does, which can help planners understand and characterize the environment. Therefore, the key to working within non-linear systems lies not in obtaining quantifiable data about the vibrations, but rather through examining interactions and linkages to understand the nature of the system. This is especially true in today’s hyper-connected information environment.

To help explain how a system will be affected, planners can look to a close relative of Chaos theory. Based on the principle of self-organization, Complexity theory explains how self-propagating systems tend to settle into some sort of order, and do so without external influence. Examples are birds organizing into orderly formations, or sand settling into dunes. While the specific shape and character of the order is unpredictable, Complexity theory shows that the system will adapt and settle, in some way. What that end result will be, however, is dependent upon the complex, dynamic interactions of the numerous uncontrollable elements within the system – which in a complex environment may be very different that the intended outcome.

**Emergence**

The concept that complex adaptive systems will organize into order is known as **Emergence**. Emergence is perhaps best exemplified through Charles Darwin’s theory of evolution, in which species develop over generations not toward an identified end state, but
rather in reaction to their environment in order to ensure the best chance of survival. The concept of emergence requires an embrace of the unknown, not of the objective. Kenneth Stanley and Joel Lehman help explain the concept of emergence though a metaphor of stepping-stones, where incremental steps must be taken to unlock new, unseen potentials. Creation of cell phones, for example, required several completely unrelated stepping-stones before the possibility was realized (electricity, vacuum tubes, microprocessors, satellites, etc). This path could not have been planned before these stepping-stones were revealed. Greatness, therefore, comes not from pursuit of an objective, but rather through analysis and understanding of the current (emerging) environment, and openness to exploring new paths. Like strategic planning, short-term objectives are valid (i.e., the next stepping stone), but setting a long-term course in a complex, emergent environment is generally futile and overlooks key opportunities. Furthermore, in complex, adaptive environments, the path toward a particular objective is often not the most obvious. Conversely, like in a maze, setting out of the most direct path will often result in failure.

Wicked Problems

While emergence, chaos theory, and complexity theory help describe the overall behavior of a system, there is another way to help explain the dynamics of distinct problem sets within that system. A “wicked problem” is a category of a situation that is characterized by the lack of a definable or achievable “solution.” The ongoing Palestinian conflict, trans-regional organized crime, the Islamic State problem, and its empowering global foreign terrorist fighter flow are all examples of contemporary wicked problems. These issues all have an incalculable number of variables, actors and sides, and like all wicked problems they are inherently unique.
Most political or societal problems fall into the wicked category. Therefore, by extension of Clausewitz, most military problems can be viewed as part of larger political wicked problems. “The classical paradigm of science and engineering -- the paradigm that has underlain modern professionalism,” explain the authors of the concept, “is not applicable to the problems of open societal systems.”³² Like chaos theory, wicked problems are non-linear. They can never be “solved,” but can only be realistically stabilized and managed toward a state that is “good enough.” Doing so, however, requires a comprehensive understanding of the context, as well as a thorough understanding of the linkages and non-linear effects within the system.

The web of geopolitics can generally be described by both chaos theory and the concept of wicked problems. Ramifications of political actions are never linear, nor are they constrained by time, geography, or discrete domains. Embarking on a military action is akin to touching the spider’s web – there will be unpredictable vibrations, but the geopolitical system will generally reorder in some fashion. What that resultant state is, however, may be very different from the end state that the military action was intended to achieve. Planning a linear operation in a non-linear environment, therefore, is essentially an attempt to force a predictable outcome from an unpredictable system.

Hybrid Warfare

Much like the nature of the geopolitical environment and strategic problem sets, warfare itself is becoming increasingly non-linear. States and non-state actors increasingly employ surrogate forces, cyber attacks, economic and legal warfare, and information manipulation to achieve their goals. As nations and non-state actors increasingly embrace non-linear approaches to secure their interests, the style of conventional, linear, Jominian warfare become increasingly
improbable. Clausewitz predicted this shift in the character of war. “War does not belong in the realm of arts and sciences,” he stated, “rather it is part of man’s social existence.” He described war as a “chameleon” that changed character, but maintained its nature as a political instrument. Because the geopolitical environment has become increasingly non-linear, one can reasonably expect the character of war to follow suit.

Evidence can be found in statements from near-peer competitor states. Two have already published their intentions to diverge from the linear ways of conventional warfare. In their prophetic 1999 book *Unrestricted Warfare*, Colonels Qiao Liang and Wang Xiangsui of the Chinese People’s Liberation Army prescribed a “combination method” of preemptive capital accumulation, financial and cyber attack, and an informational campaign designed to “cause the enemy nation to fall into social panic, street riots, and a political crisis.” China is aware of and intentionally operates below the thresholds of conventional deterrence. In their recent island-building campaign in the South China Sea, China has shown how they intend to pursue their strategic interests through unconventional means. Using fleets of Coast Guard vessels and construction barges, China is working toward a position of regional hegemony over critical sea-lanes and fishing grounds, without using military force, and in such a way to avoid a conventional military response.

Russia has also demonstrated their preference toward unconventional methods. As employed in the 2014 Ukraine invasion, Russia employed an orchestrated combination of surrogate forces, misinformation, deception, cyber, and political warfare, all to set conditions for conventional forces to “respond” ostensibly in a “peacekeeping” role. Though Russia originally denied involvement in Ukraine, Chief of the Russian General Staff General Valery Gerasimov later detailed the Russian method in describing Russian actions in Syria in 2016:
“In today's conflicts, the focus of the methods used in combat is increasingly shifting towards the integrated application of political, economic, informational and other non-military measures, implemented with the support of the military force. These are the so-called hybrid methods.”

Both Russia and China have demonstrated prowess in asymmetric operations designed to cause disarray and confusion, and confound the Western decision making process. In doing so, both have achieved territorial objectives while avoiding a conventional military response through nonlinear approaches.

**Enter the Gray Zone**

These hybrid approaches have not gone unnoticed by the U.S. military. Shortly after the Russian operation in Ukraine, General Joseph Votel, Commander of United Special Operations Command, offered an initial concept for understanding and operating in this type of strategic environment. “The Gray Zone,” he explained, “is characterized by intense political, economic, informational, and military competition more fervent in nature than normal steady-state diplomacy, yet short of conventional war.” The Gray Zone concept is metaphorical, indicating that we cannot clearly explain what we perceive, or even conceive, the full scope of the operating environment. These types of conflicts therefore perplex the current end-state oriented planning doctrine:

“A Gray Zone ‘win’ is not a win in the classic warfare sense. Winning is perhaps better described as maintaining the U.S. Government’s positional advantage, namely the ability to influence partners, populations, and threats toward achievement of our regional or strategic objectives. Specifically, this will mean retaining decision space, maximizing desirable strategic options, or simply denying an adversary a decisive positional advantage.”
There is another way to describe the Gray Zone — normal complex geopolitics. Gray zone conflict is the norm of international competition. It describes day-to-day operations that U.S. forces are currently engaged in around the world. The Gray Zone is the natural operating environment of the theater campaign plan. Unfortunately for the military planner, planning doctrine offers no tools to plan operations in this murky environment. There are no determinate end states in the Gray Zone, and theater campaign plans offer no such thing as a “win.”

United States Special Operations Command has proposed changes to planning doctrine to account for primacy and independence of Gray Zone operations. The proposal notes the major deficiencies of the current phasing model: the subordination of phase 0 operations to “shape” the battlefield for subsequent phase III domination operations, and the end-state driven linearity. However, this proposal does not go far enough, as it remains within the basic framework of the phasing model by recommending an increased focus on phase 0 operations. The future strategic environment demands an entirely new strategic planning framework.

Planners need an alternative framework to properly account for the differences of non-linear environments. Gray Zone operations must come to be regarded not as phase 0 shaping operations, but rather as the primary operating environment. War is generally something to be avoided if possible, so the current phasing model should therefore be regarded as a branch plan activity – to be employed only when Gray Zone efforts are unsuccessful. Contingency planning efforts must not eclipse the daily pursuit of long-term theater campaigns strategies.

**Options**

In reviewing military options for the 2009 Afghanistan surge decision, President Obama grew frustrated with the limited range of options presented to him. The Defense Department had
offered merely a range of force levels: small, large, and “just-right.” All of these options were based on military planning towards an undefined objective. “We don’t have an end state,” Obama said. “I don’t see it clearly…the plan is too open-ended. There is neither victory nor defeat in 10 years.”

Political leaders need – and deserve – options beyond a range of troop levels. Political leaders need options that reflect desired effects - not end states. Likewise, in Gray Zone environments, military operations must fall in line with the goals of the U.S. Foreign Service country team. Political leaders and Ambassadors do not work with end states in mind, but towards a desired state of affairs. Said one State Department official:

“State values end-states a bit differently, and is often thinking about alternatives that might also be politically acceptable, not just for the US but for other parties as well, without requiring the use of all the resources necessary. We're often comfortable with intermediary solutions that don’t always solve the problem set entirely, so long as they don’t give away too much.” [DoD should look to] “find ways to build additional flexibility into joint planning, based on the fog of evolving situations, for potential off-ramps and/or alternative solutions.”

Current U.S. planning doctrine is incompatible with the needs of U.S. political leaders and Foreign Service officials. It does not provide the necessary tools and flexibility to plan military operations in complex environments such as the Gray Zone, against hybrid threats, or wicked problems. As stated by Rittel and Webber in their discussion of wicked problems,

“The professionalized cognitive and occupational styles that were refined in the first half of the century, based in Newtonian mechanistic physics, are not readily adapted to contemporary conceptions of interacting systems and to contemporary concerns with equity… a weak strut in the professional’s support system lies at the juncture where goal-formation, problem-definition and equity issues meet.”
For today’s complex geopolitical problems, the U.S. military needs to adopt an alternative means to understand and operate within wicked environments.

**IV. Complex Approaches for a Complex World**

Such complexity calls for a more adaptive and dynamic planning process. This new doctrine must first help planners characterize and understand the environment in which they must operate. Then, the doctrine must allow planners flexibility to use the methods that are best suited for those different environments. Operations that have identifiable end states should continue to use JOPP. However, those that do not should proceed by a more suitable method. And to decide which path to follow, planners need a tool to help characterize the strategic environment.

The Cynefin Framework

Doctrine must account for the different types of strategic environments, and permit flexibility to apply the appropriate methodology. Doing so requires planners to first evaluate the environment. One model for understanding the nature of the strategic environment is the “Cynefin Framework.” [pronounced “Kin-ev-in”]. Developed by Cynthia Kurtz and David Snowden in 2003, the model is a “sense-making” framework for understanding the levels of complexity associated with various natural environments. The concept challenges the basic assumption of a cause-and-effect relationship inherent to the development of strategy. As shown in figure 7, the model consists of five domains, each of which describes a strategic situation.
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*Figure 7: The Cynefin Framework*
context characterized by different cause-and effect relationships.

The “Simple” quadrant in the lower right represents basic, linear cause-effect relationships, where the applied action and resultant effect are both knowns. Repeatable, predetermined organizational activities fall within this range. The optimal response actions are Best Practices and Standard Operating Procedures, executed in accordance by a “sense-categorize-respond” action methodology. An example of such a best practice would be implementation of a standardized aircraft checklist procedure.

Moving counter-clockwise in order of environmental complexity, the next quadrant is the “Complicated” domain. In this domain, there may be several solutions to a particular problem, albeit in a linear fashion, and the objective is to reveal the unknown path that best achieves the known result. Cause and effect are separated and harder to foresee, and thus require an additional level of analysis. The most effective approach for this domain, therefore, is to evaluate the available information, analyze the options for action, and develop a plan of action to achieve an established desired objective, in a “sense-analyze-respond” methodology. An example of this domain is an aircraft flight route, for which there are many acceptable options that offer different advantages, all towards the same end. This is also the methodology predominant to modern military operational planning doctrine.

Moving from the realm of “order” to “un-order,” the next domain is the “Complex,” inherently characterized by unknown unknowns. Order exists, but is established not through application of pressure, but instead by natural balancing. Cause and effect relationships exist but form a web of consequences in which the patterns are initially obscured, are not necessarily repetitive, and therefore cannot be predicted. Therefore, standardized methods and ordered approaches do not work in this domain. Instead, the agent must apply a “probe-sense-respond”
methodology to determine the appropriate patterns and cause-effect relationships, and then act within those emergent patterns. Once can perceive actions in this domain as touching a spider’s web and observing the reverberations. A good way to approach the Complex domain is to establish boundaries to action (e.g., don’t step on the web), and work within the limits of those boundaries through experimentation, innovation, interaction, flexibility, and patience with the goal of establishing a favorable emergent natural order. The Gray Zone strategic environment is usually complex in nature, and thus a “probe-sense-respond” approach is most appropriate.

The final two domains are those we hope to avoid in the military planning process. In the bottom left, the chaotic environment offers a domain characterized by unknowable variables in which no cause and effect relationship or identifiable patterns exist. This domain demands rapid action to stabilize the situation in an “act-sense-response” methodology, and the agent must respond quickly to reactions. Entry into this domain is usually induced by misapplication of a standard operating procedure to a complex environment. Lastly, in the center, is the domain of dis-order. Dis-order is the starting point, when the observer does not yet know which quadrant governs the current environment. Entry into this domain also occurs when there is disagreement upon which domain is actually relevant, as based on perspective. Tension occurs when planners attempt to force characterization of a particular environment into an incorrect quadrant.

One idiosyncrasy of the Cynefin framework is that location is not necessarily singular. A singular problem can have aspects that exist in multiple domains simultaneously. The catch is to identify the particular domains of the various aspects of the environment, and address them by the appropriate method. Doing so enables planners to separate the complicated elements from the complex, then form linear plans for the complicated elements while still working on the larger complex issues with a probing approach.
Ultimately, military planners must think and plan according to the actual environment in which the operation will occur, as opposed to the environment that is desired. The Cynefin framework provides a means for identifying the strategic environment, and offers a way to tailor the planning method to a methodology that is most applicable to the environment at hand. Once the environment is identified as being complex, and the appropriate “probe-sense-respond” approach determined, planners need a process alternative to JOPP by which to proceed.

_Technology Methodology_

The U.S. Army and the United States Special Operations Command have found limited success with one such alternative planning model over the past decade. The methodology known as _design thinking_ grew out of the concept of Systematic Operational Design developed by Shamon Naveh of the Israeli Defense Force in the late 1990’s. Not to be confused with the doctrinal Operational Design, design thinking is a non-linear, creativity-based method to approach wicked problems.

While JOPP is rooted in science and mechanics, design is more of an art form. The process is grounded upon creativity and innovation. It starts with gaining a comprehensive understanding the problem as it relates to the end customer, followed by brainstorming of solutions, identification of patterns, prototyping, then testing of ideas. Contrary to the linear, convergent method of solving problems, design is based on _divergent_ thought, where multiple solutions are explored and compared with the end result as an unknown.

There are two keys to successful incorporation of design thinking into military planning doctrine. The first is a necessity for a distinction between the two methods. Design cannot be
considered a subset of either JOPP or Operations Design. Likewise, design-based concepts cannot be subsequently forced into a JOPP-style operational order or contingency plan. Because design is a divergent and emergent process, it offers no target end state or scripted objectives. The process is a continuous, adaptive, and responsive spiral. The deliverable product must therefore be flexible and responsive to testing and adaptation. In execution, this can only come through incorporation of the customer into a real-time, feedback-driven planning process.

The second requirement is incorporation of different perspectives from the beginning of the planning effort. Planning groups must avoid homogeneous thought, as military planning cells often tend to have. The group must be diverse, to include members of other government agencies, Foreign Service representatives, partner nations, non-governmental organizations, corporations, and others with equities. True design planning must go beyond inviting representatives from these organizations for token participation, but must include them as equal partners. In fact, as most wicked problems are not primarily military related, planning should be oriented to support State Department-led objectives.

Risk

The cost of adopting design planning is an adjustment of risk tolerance. Design methodology requires commanders to accept and expect broad and repeated failure. Initial concepts must be tested and examined to determine the effects, in particular the resultant reverberations to the complex system. Doing so requires dedication to decentralized execution and full empowerment and support of subordinates. As illustrated by the concept of emergence,
a “probe-sense-respond” methodology may require many initial failures before a solution is discovered.

This cost is offset by the greater alternative cost of misemploying the Operational Approach method. Risk associated with linear planning is binary. In a linear process, if the intended end state is not achieved, then the mission has failed. There is no second chance, and limited opportunity to change course one executed. By applying design methodology, the risk of initial failure is more likely, but the impact is mitigated through diversification of smaller test cases and flexible adaptation. To adopt design practices, commanders must be willing to accept numerous small failures before discovering a successful option, in accordance with the “probe-sense-respond” approach for confronting wicked problems.

**IV. Recommendations**

1. **Complex planning for complex problems.** Linear approaches are not well suited to approaching non-linear problems. Doing so can actually result in severe unintended consequences. Instead, strategic or operational planning for non-linear, complex scenarios requires application of non-linear, advanced planning techniques such as design methodology or scenario planning. Military planning doctrine must evolve accordingly beyond its current one-size-fits-all approach. At a minimum, the next evolutionary branch of planning doctrine must acknowledge that current Operational Design and JOPP
are not universally applicable. Doctrine must offer other options for planning that are more appropriate for the range of strategic and operational environments.

2. Divergent planning. In contrast to convergent planning (JOPP characteristic #3), divergent thinking is much more suitable for problems where there is no single “right” answer. In applying divergent planning, planners aim to develop possible options rather than set solutions toward fixed end states. Divergent thinking lies at the core of design methodology, and when employed in conjunction with a responsive operational execution construct would enable a “probe-sense-respond” style of approach that is best suited for tackling complex wicked problems.

3. Design planning. In accordance with the nature of complex problems, military planning doctrine must distinguish between the complicated and complex regimes of the Cynefin Framework. Complex regime situations require a “probe-sense-respond” methodology. Applying a linear, universal Operational Approach technique will only serve to mis-categorize the environment, often creating conditions for disastrous results. Fast moving and ambiguous complex scenarios require a more responsive and investigational methodology. A wider range of diverse, unconventional, and nascent options must be considered and presented by planners. Likewise, risk tolerance must also increase, as time is often working to confound the problem. This is the nature of complex planning that is not reflected in JOPP. General George S. Patton, Jr. would most likely agree, for it was he who astutely advised, “a good plan, violently executed now, is better than a perfect plan next week.”
4. *Embrace “good enough.”* When approaching wicked problems, planners must be cautious how they define success. Complex problems cannot be “solved,” and offer no such terminal condition as “victory.” There is no “end state,” as the reverberations of previous actions will continue to generate effects throughout the environmental web. The best one can hope for is to realize a situation that is contextually “good enough.” Planners should therefore approach situations divergently, and attempt to develop options that will result in creating effects that fall within a range of acceptable outcomes, rather that seek to achieve a specific and untenable end state. Acceptable outcomes can then be tested against available means and ways to produce more options for senior leaders.

5. *Theater strategy is prime.* Theater strategies are foundational to all Geographic Combatant Command efforts short of execution of a conventional war. Theater plans reflect means to maintain stability - the more preferable state of affairs in a region. Therefore, creating, maintaining, and evaluating integrated and adaptive strategic theater planning efforts should be the primary focus of military planning organizations. Although the current military planning enterprise planning focus is intended to put primacy on theater planning efforts, these plans usually consist of repetitive and unsynchronized status-quo activities that more often than not serve to justify future resourcing. Meanwhile, the detailed planning enterprise focuses effort on contingency planning efforts. Contingency plans should be considered to be branch plans, and should be seamlessly nested into the larger theater strategy effort. Likewise, the larger theater strategy effort must be developed in conjunction with other the strategies of other theaters, as
complex geopolitical challenges are increasingly trans-regional and unbounded by artificial geographic borders.

6. *Empower the interagency.* If war is an instrument of politics (per Clausewitz), military plans should therefore be a subordinate and orchestrated instrument of a larger comprehensive theater strategic plan. This larger plan, however, cannot be created, maintained, and executed by the military alone. In fact, use of the military instrument alone can often prove counter-productive in a complex environment. True multi-domain planning requires more than just token involvement of interagency partners, as JP 5-0 prescribes. Complex planning requires diversity of thought, experience, and perspective. Therefore, strategic planning efforts must be conducted as an interagency team, in support of unified interagency objectives. Military planners can provide their planning acumen and resources to these team efforts, but for wicked problems, military personnel may need to act in a supporting role. Regional campaign planning should always be employed in concert with and in support of the State Department regional desks and Embassy objectives. Optimally, this planning should be accomplished in a State Department physical space.

**V. Conclusion**

Joint Operational Planning, the current military planning doctrine prescribed by Joint Publication 5-0, is linear and mechanistic by nature. The process is predicated upon the pursuit of specific terminal end states, from which planners work backwards to identify a linear sequence of enabling objectives. It attempts to predict and steer future outcomes along a formulaic path. While this method is effective for straightforward military operations and
contingency planning, it is wholly inadequate for situations when a terminal end state is not readily apparent. Theater/global campaign plans and theater strategies offer no such end state, for they are naturally complex and unending. However, planning doctrine makes no discrimination between the two very different strategic environments, and instead prescribes a universal linear methodology that pays no mind to strategic complexity. This universal application leads military planners to apply mechanistic planning efforts to complex strategic problems, which can have disastrous consequences.

Conversely, the strategic environment is becoming increasingly dynamic, adaptive, and complex. Rival nations and non-state actors alike are increasingly turning to hybrid and unconventional methods for which conventional planning doctrine is poorly suited. Simultaneously, the geopolitical environment is becoming increasingly interconnected and obfuscated. Senior leaders require and deserve true options to address these complex situations. Military planning doctrine must adapt accordingly.

Ultimately, Joint Publication 5-0 is due for modernization. The doctrine must offer different tools to identify and operate within either the complicated or the complex realms. The Cynefin framework and design methodology are two such tools that should be incorporated into the doctrine. Adopting them will require leaders to adjust their perspectives of acceptable risk and initial failure to accommodate the necessary “probe-sense-respond” methodology required for these complex environments. If planners are freed from the repression of a one-size-fits all planning doctrine, they will be better equipped to develop more viable strategies for the dynamic and complex strategic environments the United States military is increasingly called upon to confront.
Notes


7 JOPP is the planning model used by the Joint force. Other similar models such as the U.S. Army’s Military Decision Making Process (MDMP) and the Marine Corps Planning Process (MCP) are also employed by the services. All various processes are similar in function and their linear methodology. Therefore, for purposes of this paper I have opted to refer only to JOPP, though the argument applies equally.


10 “End State” is defined twofold. The Military End State is as “set of required conditions that defines achievement of all military objectives,” while the Strategic End State is defined as “the broadly expressed conditions that should exist after the conclusion of a campaign or operation.” Joint Publication (JP) 5-0, Joint Operation Planning, 11 August 2011: pp. xxxi, II-1 and III-7.


14 Joint Publication (JP) 5-0, Joint Operation Planning, 11 August 2011: p. xxv.


17 Sir Isaac Newton’s first law of motion states every object will remain at rest or in uniform motion in a straight line unless compelled to change its state by the action of an external force.


20 Extrapolating Bousquet’s theory, I offer that coming advances in Artificial Intelligence will be cause for addition of another metaphor: *Neural Warfare*.


41 Non-Attributable Source, U.S. Department of State. To the author. E-mail, 10 January 2017.


“Un-order” is defined by Kurtz and Snowden not as an opposite to “order,” but instead to describe the natural emergence of order, in paradox to the concept of an imposed order. Kurtz, Cynthia F. and David J. Snowden: p. 465.


Joint Publication (JP) 5-0, *Joint Operation Planning*, 11 August 2011: pp. II-35 and 36. “Through all stages of planning for campaigns, contingencies, and crises, CCDRs and subordinate JFCs should seek to *involve* relevant USG departments and agencies in the planning process.” “This common understanding enables interagency planners to more rigorously plan their efforts *in concert with* the military, to suggest other activities or partners that could contribute to the operation, and to better determine support requirements.”
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